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 The comparative genomics and complex population
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Yue Liu1, Shwetha Murali1,13,14, Konstantinos Billis15, Fergal J. Martin15, Matthieu Muffato15,
Laura Cox16,17, James Else18, Todd Disotell6, Donna M. Muzny1,2, Jane Phillips-Conroy19,20,
Bronwen Aken15, Evan E. Eichler13,14, Tomas Marques-Bonet21,22,23,24, Carolin Kosiol8,25,
Mark A. Batzer4, Matthew W. Hahn26, Jenny Tung27,28,29, Dietmar Zinner10, Christian Roos9,
Clifford J. Jolly6, Richard A. Gibbs1,2, Kim C. Worley1,2, Baboon Genome Analysis Consortium†
Recent studies suggest that closely related species can accumulate substantial genetic and phenotypic differ-
ences despite ongoing gene flow, thus challenging traditional ideas regarding the genetics of speciation. Baboons
(genus Papio) areOldWorldmonkeys consisting of six readily distinguishable species. Baboon species hybridize in
the wild, and prior data imply a complex history of differentiation and introgression. We produced a reference
genome assembly for the olive baboon (Papio anubis) and whole-genome sequence data for all six extant species.
We documentmultiple episodes of admixture and introgression during the radiation of Papio baboons, thus dem-
onstrating their value as a model of complex evolutionary divergence, hybridization, and reticulation. These
results help inform our understanding of similar cases, including modern humans, Neanderthals, Denisovans,
and other ancient hominins.dv
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The increasing availability of genomic data across the tree of life has
begun to challenge traditional concepts and assumptions regarding
the genetics and population biology of phylogenetic differentiation
and speciation (1, 2). Reconstruction of the history of closely related
lineages suggests that cladogenesis (differentiation from a common an-
cestor that produces one or more new species) is often not as straight-
forward as assumed by traditional models of speciation (3, 4). Evolving
lineages may exchange functionally important genetic information
while remaining phenotypically distinct and diagnosable (5, 6). Com-
paring genomic data across such closely related, divergent but still in-
terfertile lineages provides new insight into cladogenesis in general and
the nature, rate, and consequences of genomic evolution in particular.Baboons (order Primates; family Cercopithecidae; genus Papio)
are large-bodied, geographically widespread Old World monkeys
(OWMs; here, we use the term “baboon” to refer only to species in
the genus Papio). Their diversity provides an opportunity to investi-
gate the genomic, morphological, and behavioral aspects of an evolu-
tionary radiation in a broadly successful and adaptable primate.
Extensive work in both natural and captive populations has produced
considerable insight into baboon morphology, physiology, neuro-
biology, and behavior that provides additional context for compara-
tive evolutionary analyses (7–11). Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
diversity suggests that this evolutionary radiation began about 2 mil-
lion years (Ma) ago (12), approximately the same time as the radia-
tion of our own genus, Homo, and in the same sub–Saharan Africanman Genetics, Baylor
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 environment (13). However, unlikeHomo, which is now reduced to a
single surviving species (Homo sapiens), Papio still includes six extant
lineages, the products of successive speciation events. These six spe-
cies are morphologically and behaviorally distinct (10–12) and have
broad, adjoining but nonoverlapping geographic ranges across sub–
Saharan Africa and southwest Arabia (Fig. 1; see Supplementary Text
for explanation of the taxonomy used here). The morphological and
behavioral traits that define each species are unambiguous (Fig. 1)
and expressed quite homogeneously over large geographic distances
(10, 11, 14).
Despite these phenotypic differences, genetic evidence reveals an
underlying complexity to baboon evolutionary history. Maternally
inherited mtDNA yields a phylogeny that includes at least seven ma-
jor haplogroups whose distribution is discordant with the relation-
ships implied by phenotypic comparisons (12, 15). Since migration
among baboon social groups and populations is generally sex-biased,
with males usually (but not always) the dispersing sex (16), popula-
tion relationships based on maternally inherited mtDNA will not
necessarily correspond to population relationships based on nuclear
DNA or phenotype. Furthermore, baboon species produce fertile
hybrid offspring in the wild and can form long-lasting hybrid zones
(17–19) despite substantial species-specific differences in body size,
secondary sexual characteristics, and social systems (11).
This constellation of genetic and phenotypic observations raises a
number of questions regarding the history of differentiation and ge-
netic exchange among baboons. Is baboon hybridization a recent
phenomenon, or does the discordance between the mtDNA phylog-
eny and phenotypic similarity result in part from ancient episodes of
admixture and evolutionary reticulation? Has admixture been lim-
ited to the extant lineages within Papio, or as has been suggested for
hominins (20, 21), have now extinct “ghost” lineages also played a role?
The current study investigates baboon genomic diversity to provide a
detailed reconstruction of the history of evolutionary differentiation
among the six extant species and new insights regarding the pro-
cesses, correlates, and consequences of genomic differentiation.Rogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019These results, for a clade in which multiple lineages and active hybrid
zones are available for direct observation, provide important insights
relevant to other cases of complex differentiation and admixture, in-
cluding that of ancestral modern humans and our extinct relatives
such as Neanderthals, Denisovans, and other early human lineages.RESULTS
Weproduced awhole-genome reference assembly (Panu_3.0; GenBank
accession GCA_000264685.2) for an olive baboon (Papio anubis), the
baboon species most commonly used in biomedical research (fig. S1
and tables S1 and S2) (7). To investigate genetic differentiation in the
genus, we analyzed whole-genome sequences from 16 additional in-
dividuals, 2 to 4 individuals representing each of the six species within
Papio, and a gelada (Theropithecus gelada), a member of a closely re-
lated genus that serves as an outgroup (fig. S2 and table S3). This diver-
sity panel produced >54.6 million single-nucleotide variants (SNVs),
of which >42.4 million are variable within Papio (fig. S3 and table S4).
To develop a second independent perspective on genome differentia-
tion, we identified novelAlu insertions, a type of genetic variation that
results from a fundamentally different mutational mechanism. Unex-
pectedly, we found a dramatically elevated number of recent Alu inser-
tions in the baboons (and in rhesus macaques) relative to human and
other primate genomes (Fig. 2 and table S5). There are 192,889 full-
length AluY elements in the P. anubis genome. The rate of accumula-
tion of lineage-specific AluY insertions has therefore been more than
fourfold higher (Fig. 2) in baboons and rhesus macaques than in homi-
noids (humans, chimpanzees, or orangutans) and about threefold
higher than in the African green monkey (genus Chlorocebus), an-
other OWM (22).
Our phylogenetic analyses provide several new insights into ba-
boon population and genomic history. Maximum likelihood (ML)
analyses of concatenated SNVs show that individual baboons cluster
correctly with their conspecifics while separating the six extant spe-
cies into distinct northern and southern clades (Fig. 3 and fig. S4A).ebruary 4, 2019Fig. 1. Papio baboon species. (A) The appearance and current distribution of each baboon species, and the locations of three well-documented active hybrid zones are also
shown. x1: hybrid zone between P. hamadryas and P. anubis (19, 28), x2: hybrid zone between P. cynocephalus and P. anubis (17, 26), x3: hybrid zone between P. kindae and P. ursinus
(18). Drawings of each species by S. Nash. (B) Distinguishing features of Papio species. Body mass data from (16, 59) and unpublished data from J.P.-C., J.R., and C.J.J.2 of 14
SC I ENCE ADVANCES | R E S EARCH ART I C L EIn contrast, Bayesian analysis of the same SNV data suggests that
P. kindae is sister to the northern clade rather than to P. cynocephalus
and P. ursinus (fig. S4B). The existence of multiple hybrid zones and
documented discrepancies between relationships based on mtDNA
and on phenotypes (Fig. 1) (12, 15) argue that male-driven admixture
and/or incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) have influenced genetic rela-
tionships among these species. When we used a polymorphism-aware
phylogenetic approach, PoMo (23, 24), we again obtained a basal north-
south divergence, with P. kindae placed in the southern group. How-
ever, the relationships among the three southern species differ from
theML result (Fig. 3). PoMo also infersmuch longer terminal branch
lengths for P. ursinus and P. papio than for other lineages. Simulations
(fig. S5 and table S6) show that admixture among divergent lineages canRogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019
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 affect inferred branch lengths and that lineages that have experienced
admixture will exhibit artificially shorter branch lengths due to allele
sharing across lineages. This suggests that the other four lineages may
have been more affected by admixture than P. ursinus and P. papio,
which is consistent with the fact that these two species are found at
the extreme southern and western reaches of baboon distributions, re-
spectively (Fig. 1).
To explicitly test for admixture among the six extant baboon spe-
cies, we performed an analysis using f-statistics, followed by model-
ing using coalescent hidden Markov methods (Fig. 4A, table S7, and
fig.S6). The best-fitting model (see Materials andMethods) indicates
that the history ofP. kindae includes an ancient admixture event involving
a lineage related to extantP. ursinus (52%contribution to extantP. kindae)
and an unsampled lineage (possibly extinct) belonging to the northern
clade (48% contribution). The f-statistics suggest that extant P. papio
is closely related to P. anubis, but received ~10% genetic input from an
ancestral northern lineage also not yet sampled, possibly extinct.
Our results also shed new light on the historical dynamics of hybrid-
ization betweenP. anubis (a northern clade species) andP. cynocephalus
(a southern clade species), which has previously been reported in south-
ern Kenya near Amboseli National Park (17). Behavioral observations
and microsatellite-based analyses support recent introgression from
P. anubis into P. cynocephalus since the 1980s (25, 26). Our analysis
of genome-wide haplotype block sharing indicates that a P. anubis
individual from the Aberdare region of Kenya, more than 200 km
north of Amboseli, is also admixed with P. cynocephalus, carrying
~546 Mb of nuclear DNA derived from P. cynocephalus (fig. S7). If
we assume that this resulted from a single admixture event, then it is
estimated to have occurred about 21 generations (~220 years) ago.
However, other more complex explanations are also possible. The
second individual from the P. anubis Aberdare population also carries
P. cynocephalus haplotypes, but these shared genomic segments are
fewer and shorter and likely result from more ancient introgression.
Consistent with other studies (27), our findings suggest that there have
been multiple episodes of gene flow involving these two species over a
considerable time span and that the effects of past hybridization ex-
tend far beyond the current hybrid zone. This complexity may well
be representative of the complexity of other known baboon hybrid
zones (10, 12, 15, 18, 19, 28).
Motivated by the results from the f-statistics and haplotype sharing,
we conducted two additional tests across the Papio diversity panel toFig. 2. Comparison of Alumobilization rates in selected primate genomes. Only
Alu elements specific to each lineage are included. The size of the circle corresponds to
the number of near full-length lineage-specific AluY elements in that species. The bars
on the right show the estimated number of insertions per million years for each
lineage. For baboon (Panu_3.0), rhesus macaque (Mmul_8.0.1), African green mon-
key (chlSab2), chimpanzee (Pan_tro3), and human (GRCh38/hg38), AluY sequences
were retrieved computationally by cross comparisons using the most recent avail-
able assemblies. Orangutan estimates are from P_pygmaeus2.0.2 (60). The number
of lineage-specific AluY elements is similar in rhesus macaque and baboon, and
more than twice that in the African green monkeys, despite a longer period of
independent evolution for the African green monkeys.Fig. 3. Phylogenetic relationships among baboon species. (A) Phylogeny generated using the polymorphism-aware phylogenetic method (PoMo) (23, 24). This
topology for the three northern species is also supported by ML analysis of concatenated SNVs and by 43.9% of informative gene trees filtered to exclude any coding
sequence genes [scaled concordance factor (CF) of 0.439, greater than the other two alternatives]. The topology shown for the three southern clade species is supported by
the PoMo analysis and has a scaled CF score of 0.332. (B) One alternative topology for the northern species, supported by a scaled CF of 0.241. (C) One alternative topology
for the southern species, supported by ML analysis of concatenated SNVs and a scaled CF score of 0.513, i.e., a larger proportion of gene trees that are devoid of coding
genes than the other two alternative trees.3 of 14
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 Fig. 4. Evolutionary and demographic history for Papio baboons. (A) Analyses using f-statistics indicate that P. kindae was formed via input from both a southern
clade lineage and a northern clade lineage, with contributions estimated to be 52 and 48%. P. papio is inferred to have been produced through 10% introgression from
an unidentified ancient northern lineage into a population related to P. anubis. Dates for divergence and admixture events were inferred through CoalHMM, and
internal nodes representing those divergence or admixture events are labeled A through K. Our analyses of asymmetric haplotype sharing also inferred admixture
from P. cynocephalus into P. anubis approximately 21 generations ago. (B) Reconstruction of baboon demographic history using PSMC methods. A prolonged
bottleneck was observed in the lineage ancestral to P. papio beginning ~400 thousand years (ka) ago, while the populations ancestral to P. hamadryas and P. anubis
increased between ~280 and ~160 ka ago. After diverging, P. anubis followed an upward trend whereas P. hamadryas declined. At ~400 ka ago, Ne for P. ursinus diverged
from estimates for the populations ancestral to P. cynocephalus and P. kindae, and underwent a species-specific prolonged bottleneck. At ~300 ka ago, theNe reconstructed
for both P. cynocephalus and P. kindae increased, peaking ~150 ka ago before experiencing a subsequent decline. PSMCmethods are not always reliable for themost recent
time periods.Rogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019 4 of 14
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 examine the hypothesis of ancient admixture using independent
methods. Alu insertion polymorphisms are valuable phylogenetic
characters because the polarity of specific mutational changes can be
unambiguously established for any given genomic segment (fig. S8)
(29). The haplotype that carries a novel Alu insertion is derived from
the orthologous haplotype lacking theAlu repeat, and reversals are rare.
Majority-rule Dollo parsimony analyses of the baboons using novelAlu
insertions once again revealed a north-south difference. However, the
descendent lineages are poorly resolved, exhibiting apparent homoplasy
(fig. S8). In a phylogeny constructed using characters with well-defined
polarity, such homoplasy would not be expected unless a radiation of
species experienced substantial ILS and/or gene flow among divergent
lineages (30).
We next examined differences in the evolutionary history of dif-
ferent segments across the baboon genome.We divided the reference
genome into 808 discrete gene-free (putatively neutral) regions.
Using BUCKy (31) and the SNV genotypes from the diversity panel,
we performed Bayesian concordance analysis (BCA). Individual
animals again, as expected, cluster by species. The basal north-south
divergence is supported, but the concordance factors (CFs) for rela-
tionships within each of those two geographic clades are low (Fig. 3).
P. hamadryas is most frequently sister to an anubis-papio clade, but
the two other possible topologies [(papio-(ham-anubis)) and (anubis-
(ham-papio))] do not appear at equal frequency (fig. S9), as would be
expected under ILS. Similarly, P. kindae is most frequently sister to a
cynocephalus-ursinus clade, matching the ML results but not f-statistics
or PoMo results. Again, the twominor BCA topologies are not found in
equal proportions (fig. S9). Together, theAlu insertion and BCA results
support the conclusion that reticulation rather than ILS without retic-
ulation has influenced baboon genomic divergence (Table 1).
The timing of lineage divergences and admixture events was es-
timated using a coalescent hidden Markov model (CoalHMM; figs.
S10 to S15 and tables S8 and S9) (32, 33). Using an estimated muta-
tion rate of 0.9 × 10-8 per base pair per generation and a generation
time of 11 years [see Materials and Methods and (11, 34)], we obtain
the results presented in Fig. 4A. To reconstruct demographic history,
we generated pairwise sequential Markovian coalescent (PSMC)
plots (35), assuming the generation time and mutation rate cited
above (Fig. 4B). With the exception of P. papio, which has a truncated
plot, the remaining five species are very similar in effective popula-
tion size (Ne) from 4 Ma ago up until ~1.4 Ma ago, supporting theRogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019conclusion that all baboon species share the same demographic history
(that is, were effectively one lineage) before ~1.4 Ma ago. All Ne plots
show an upward trend after ~1.5 Ma ago, but the species-specific in-
creases occur at different rates, possibly corresponding to population
growth and dispersion once ecological conditions allowed demographic
expansion (14). Given the paleontological evidence for a southern origin
of this genus (36), we speculate that the more pronounced apparent de-
cline in Ne for northern clade species relative to the southern lineages
~700,000 to 800,000 years ago may reflect dispersal-related bottlenecks
as the geographic range of baboonswas extended to the north. Similarly,
the CoalHMM suggests that the north-south admixture that produced
extant P. kindae occurred about 100,000 years ago, and the PSMC re-
sults suggest an increase in Ne for P. kindae about this time.
To examine potential functional consequences of baboon admix-
ture, we investigated 2201 suitable genic regions (local genomic seg-
ments that contain one annotated protein-coding gene each and
exhibit sufficient phylogenetic signal to support one particular phy-
logenetic tree over all alternative trees). We identified individual loci
that exhibit phylogenetic relationships (gene trees) concordant or
discordant with the consensus species-level phylogeny that sep-
arates the three northern species from the three southern species.
Cluster 1 contains 1143 genic regions with phylogenies closely match-
ing that result (fig. S16). Cluster 2 consists of 629 genic regions for
which P. cynocephalus carries haplotypes that are not closely related
to other southern clade haplotypes (fig. S17). The genes in these re-
gions are enriched for the gene ontology (GO) terms “learning and
memory” (P = 0.012), “cognition” (P = 0.012), “head development”
(P = 0.014), and “brain development” (P = 0.017), as well as several
GO categories related to reproduction (see table S10). Cluster 3 in-
cludes 429 genic regions displaying phylogenetic relationships
among southern clade species consistent with the phylogeny in
Fig. 3a. However, the cluster 3 haplotypes from the northern clade
P. anubis are more closely related to haplotypes from the southern
clade, while haplotypes in northern clade P. papio generally form the
sister to all other baboon haplotypes (fig. S18). The genes found in
cluster 3 regions are enriched for GO terms related to the ontogenet-
ic development of several organ systems (kidney, heart, circulatory,
and endocrine systems, all significantly enriched with P < 0.03) (table
S10). We note that the two species exhibiting the clearest gene tree
discrepancies relative to the species-level phylogeny (i.e., species carry-
ing haplotypes that apparently crossed species boundaries) areP. anubisTable 1. Summary of diverse data types and analytical approaches used to investigate the phylogeny of baboon species.Data type Analytical method Primary clustering Northern clade result Southern clade resultSNVs ML phylogeny North versus south hamad-[papio-anubis] kinda-[cyno-ursinus]SNVs Bayesian phylogeny North plus kinda versus
two southkinda-[hamad-[papio-anubis]] [cyno-ursinus]SNVs Polymorphism-aware phylogeny North versus south hamad-[papio-anubis] cyno-[kinda-ursinus]SNVs f-statistics North versus south hamad-[papio-anubis] cyno-[kinda-ursinus]Alu insertion polymorphisms Majority-rule Dollo parsimony North versus south Unresolved phylogeny with
north-south splitUnresolved phylogeny with
north-south splitLocus-specific trees for segments
without coding sequencesConcordance factors North versus south hamad-[papio-anubis] kinda-[cyno-ursinus]5 of 14
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 DISCUSSION
Like our own genusHomo, the ancestral stock of Papio baboons began
diverging into multiple lineages within sub–Saharan Africa by about
1.5Ma ago. Like earlyHomo, baboon species today differ in body size
and morphology (9, 11, 13). We report here that multiple baboon
lineages have experienced episodes of admixture, some involving ge-
netic exchange among lineages that persist today while other episodes
involved extinct lineages. In contrast toHomo, Papio today includes six
surviving differentiated lineages (phylogenetic species), providing a
unique context for the investigation of genetic and phenotypic
consequences of both ancient and modern interspecies hybridization.
No one simple dichotomously branching tree accurately reflects
all aspects of genomic differentiation among extant baboon species.
However, our provisional scenario for baboon genome evolution,
presented in Fig. 4A, does establish the context for further explora-
tions of baboon biology. We observed a markedly increased rate of
recent Alu insertion mobilization in the baboons relative to human
and other hominoids (Fig. 2). Previous studies suggest that hybrid-
ization between divergent lineages can generate increases in the rate
of novel insertions of repetitive elements (37, 38). Another topic of
broad interest is the origin of reproductive isolation among incipient
species (1). One expectation for the genus Papio is that, given the timing
of the radiation and the degree of morphological and behavioral differ-
entiation among species, incipient barriers to gene flow may be evident
between some pairs of species. Studies of the present-day hybrid zone
between northern clade P. anubis and southern clade P. cynocephalus
find no readily apparent barriers to reproduction between these species
(17, 26). However, studies of captiveP. anubis×P. cynocephalus hybrids
document significantly elevated frequencies of craniodental anomalies
in hybrids, especially hybrid males, indicating some degree of genetic
incompatibility (39). Field studies of the hybrid zone between P. ursinus
and P. kindae describe a deficit of hybrid individuals carrying Y chro-
mosomes from P. ursinus andmtDNA from P. kindae compared to the
converse (18). This suggests that when hybridization began between
these two forms, some type of barrier (premating or postmating) re-
duced the frequency or fertility of matings by male P. ursinus with fe-
male P. kindae, while the converse mating type was more successful
(18). Last, P. anubis and P. hamadryas differ substantially in their social
organization and social structure (11, 28, 40). Among anubis baboons,
bothmales and females are polygamous.Hamadryas societies aremulti-
level, with “harem”-like, one-male breeding units (OMUs) as basal so-
cial entities. In these OMUs, the single adult male defends exclusive
access to one or more adult females. Other differences in sex-specific
dispersal and social relationships are also observed (11). Despite the dra-
matic differences in social systems, these species hybridize in the wild
(28). Hybrid males can achieve substantial reproductive success, at least
in groups consisting mainly of hybrids (19). There is no clear evidence
for a barrier to gene flow between the species, although the geographic
distribution of phenotypically recognizable hybrids is narrow.
The demonstration that hybridization among modern humans,
Neanderthals, and Denisovans had enduring effects on the modern
human gene pool has raised questions about the demographic pro-
cesses, as well as the genomic and phenotypic consequences, of ad-
mixture among primate lineages separated on the order of hundredsRogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019of thousands of years (20, 21). Baboons have such a history but can
still be studied in present-day hybrid zones and therefore constitute
an important context for future research. Potential areas of study in-
clude the effects of genetic variation on neurotransmitter function
and its impact on species-level differences in social relationships
and social behavior (41, 42). The presence of hybrid zones between
species pairs separated by different genetic distances (e.g., the distant
P. anubis/P. cynocephalus versus the much closer P. anubis/P. hamadryas)
makes it feasible to investigate the effects of increasing genetic differen-
tiation. Access to well-characterized captive research colonies of ba-
boons provides further opportunity for innovative studies concerning
developmental, metabolic, and neurobiological consequences of inter-
breeding among divergent lineages (7, 39, 43, 44).MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sequencing of the reference genome sample
The sequence data for the olive baboon (P. anubis) whole-genome as-
sembly were generated through different methods over time, as the
dominant sequencing technologies evolved. The earliest data were gen-
erated using the Sanger technology, followed by Roche 454 FLX data.
Later, Illumina short-read data (both paired-end and mate-pair
reads) were generated using the Genome Analyzer IIx first and then
the HiSeq 2000 platforms later. Last, Pacific Biosciences RSII data
were also produced. All the Sanger, Roche 454, and Illumina read data
were generated from a single female olive baboon of Kenyan ancestry
[animal ID 1X1155, National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) BioSample SAMN02981400; Southwest National Primate Re-
search Center, San Antonio, TX]. The PacBio read data were generated
from a single olive baboon (animal ID 20111; assigned three BioSample
numbers: SAMN03165174, SAMN03165175, and SAMN03165176)
from the same research colony. The depth of genome coverage used
in the assembly was as follows: Sanger 2.5×, Roche 454 4.5×, Illumina
85×, and PacBioRSII 12×. All reads have been deposited inNCBI under
BioProject PRJNA54005.
Genome assembly
The genomeassembly processes used are shown in fig. S1. The initial olive
baboon genome assembly, Pham_1.0, used only Sanger and Roche 454
data. This assembly is no longer available atNCBI but can still be accessed
at the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC). To avoid confusion,
we emphasize that although listed under Baboon (hamadryas) and
named papHam1 on the USCS genome browser and at the Ensembl
Pre! Site (http://pre.ensembl.org/Papio_hamadryas/Info/Index), this first
version of the assembly was derived not from a hamadryas baboon but
from the female olive baboon identified above. The analyses reportedhere
only used the later improved assemblies, Panu_2.0 and Panu_3.0.
Panu_2.0 (named Panu_2.0 in NCBI and papAnu2.0 in Ensembl
and UCSC; GenBank accession GCA_000264685.1) was produced
from the available Sanger, Roche 454, and Illumina reads, derived from
the same female olive baboon used for Pham_1.0. Assembly analyses
used the GAC (Genomic Analysis Cluster) compute facilities at the
Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center
(HGSC). Sanger and Roche 454 reads were first assembled using
CABOG version 6.1 with parameter settings of utgErrorRate =
0.02, ovlErrorRate = 0.07, cnsErrorRate = 0.07, cgwErrorRate = 0.12,
and unitigger = bog. Two sets of 100–base pair (bp) Illumina read data,
2 billion reads froma 240-bp insert paired-end library, and 500million
reads from a 2.5-kb insert mate-pair library were mapped to the6 of 14
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 CABOG assembly using BWA with default parameters. The scaffolds of
this initial CABOG-generated assembly were improved on the basis of
the read mapping locations using Atlas-Link version 1.0 (https://www.
hgsc.bcm.edu/software), with the minimum required links (min_link)
set at four for the 240-bp library and three for the 2.5-kb library. The
Atlas-GapFill version 1.0 process (https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/
software) was then performed to fill gaps between contigs within
scaffolds by extracting local read pairs and aligning the local assem-
blies of these pairs to the gaps.
The assembled contigs and scaffolds of Panu_2.0 were placed on ba-
boon chromosomes by mapping to the rhesus macaque (Macaca
mulatta) genomeassembly (GCF_000002255.3,mmul_051212, rhemac2)
using Mummer3 (parameters = nucmer -l 12 -c 65 -g 1000 -b 1000; delta-
filter -1 -l 500; show-coords -cl -L 500). It should be noted that chro-
mosome organization is largely conserved between rhesusmacaque and
baboon (45). A baboon scaffold was split when it did not have contin-
uous alignment on themacaque genome and if the potential breakpoint
was validated by low clone coverage in the baboon data (low cover-
age defined as clone coverage from the 2.5-kb Illumina library of <5×).
A set of 323 scaffolds (a total of 217 Mb) were identified this way and
therefore split. The N50 of the contigs in the Panu_2.0 assembly is
40.3 kb, and the N50 of the scaffolds is 529 kb. The total length of the
Panu_2.0 assembly is 2.95Gbwith 55.1Mb of gaps. Because the scaffolds
for Panu_2.0 (and Panu_3.0) have been mapped onto baboon chromo-
somes, this genome assembly is presented in public databases (NCBI,
UCSC, and Ensembl genome browsers) as chromosome-associated se-
quences rather than as sets of independent scaffolds and superscaffolds.
Last, we improved the Panu_2.0 assembly through two additional
methods. First, a small number of differences between the baboon
and rhesus macaque genomes were identified using fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) mapping of probes containing human BAC se-
quences. These scaffolds were refined to be consistent with the FISH
results from the baboon genome. Last, a total of 12×whole-genome cov-
erage was produced on the PacBio RSII platform, with half of the reads
>7 kb. These data were mapped to the Panu_2.0 assembly and two-
thirds (67%) of the 118,928 gaps within scaffolds were closed using
PBJelly software (46). The base quality of the assembly was polished
using the Pilon program (47) and the available Illumina data.
This final assembly (Panu_3.0) has a contig N50 of 149.8 kb and,
due to themapping of these scaffolds to chromosomes, it has nearwhole
chromosome length superscaffolds. The gap filling with PBJelly added
only 10.98Mb to the assembly (0.37%of the Panu_2.0 assembly length),
but closed a large number of gaps, reducing the number of contigs from
198,931 to 118,251. The Panu_3.0 assembly was tested against available
baboon EST (Expressed Sequence Tag) sequence datasets to quantify ex-
tent of coverage (i.e., completeness).Of the 144,708SangerEST sequences
available at the time of testing, 99.98% were successfully mapped to the
assembly. Among the total ESTs, 98.77% mapped with >90% of their
length and 97.48%mapped at >95%of length. Seven finishedBACclones
were mapped to the Panu_2.0 assembly. The genomic coverage in the
BACs was high, with 98 to 100% of the BAC sequence in the assembly.
The assembled contigs and scaffolds were aligned linearly to the finished
BACs, suggesting that misassemblies are rare. Within Panu_3.0, only
3.2% of the sequence falls in unscaffolded contigs.
Sequence variation across the diversity panel
DNAwas obtained from 16 animals representing all six species of Papio
baboons and the gelada, T. gelada (table S3). Of the 16 individuals, 9
were wild animals sampled in the field, and the remaining samples wereRogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019obtained from captive colonies. The species identity of each sampled
animal was determined from its external phenotype. The integrity
of subsequent sequence data files was confirmed by comparing the
mtDNA sequences obtained through whole-genome analysis to other
mtDNA sequences from baboons of known species and geographic lo-
cation (12). All such species assignments were confirmed and validated.
All these diversity samples were sequenced to an average read depth of
30.7× using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform (100-bp
paired-end reads), with the one exception that the T. gelada sample
was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq X platform.
We used BWA-MEM version 0.7.12-r1039 (https://arxiv.org/abs/1303.
3997) to align the Illumina reads to the baboon reference assemblyPanu3.0/
papAnu3 and generate BAM (Binary AlignmentMap) files (fig S2). Picard
MarkDuplicates version 1.105 (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/) was
used to identify andmarkduplicate reads.Variantswere calledusingGATK
version 3.3-0 following best practices for that version (https://software.
broadinstitute.org/gatk/best-practices/). In brief, indels were realigned
using IndelRealigner. HaplotypeCaller was used to generate gVCFs for
each sample. Joint genotype calling was performed on all samples using
GenotypeGVCFs to generate aVCF file. GATKhard filters (SNPs: “QD<
2.0 || FS>60.0 ||MQ<40.0 ||MQRankSum<−12.5 ||ReadPosRankSum<
−8.0”; Indels: “QD<2.0 || FS>200.0 ||ReadPosRankSum<−20.0”) (https://
software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/documentation/article?id=2806) were
applied, and all variant calls that failed the filters were removed.
To perform functional annotations throughWGSA (Whole Genome
SequenceAnnotator) (48), theSNVs identified in thebaboondiversitypan-
el were transferred to the human genome (hg19) using liftOver and treated
as human SNVs. All annotation resources available for version 0.5 were
used for this analysis, including five functional prediction scores, eight con-
servation scores, allele frequencies from four large-scale resequencing
studies, and variants in four disease-related databases, among others.
Alternative phylogenetic analyses
Given the clear discordances betweenmitochondrion-based andphenotype-
based phylogenies (12, 15), we performed an extensive series of phylo-
genetic analyses using different data types and analytical approaches.
Our goal was to develop robust conclusions regarding population
history that are supported by multiple datasets and analyses.
Phylogenetic analysis of concatenated whole-genome
SNV data
The dataset for this analysis consisted of SNV calls for the 15 baboons
from the diversity panel (table S4), plus one gelada (T. gelada). From the
variant call file (vcf) produced by GATK, only SNV positions surviving
filtering steps conducted with vcffilter from vcflib (https://github.com/
ekg/vcflib; settings: -f "QUAL > 20 &DP > 10 &MQ > 30 &QD > 20")
were used for further analysis (24,588,548 SNVs). SNVs were extracted
from the filtered vcf file with bcftools from SAMtools 1.2 (settings: bcftools
query -f ’%CHROM\t%POS\t%REF\t%ALT [\t%SAMPLE =%GT]\n’).
The resulting table was converted into individual FASTA sequences
using a custom Python script. Individual cases where a baboon exhib-
ited more than one different nonreference allele at the same site were
recorded as ambiguous. Merging all FASTA sequences into a single file
provided a multiple sequence alignment of all individuals and all con-
catenated SNVs. Positions in the alignment where no information was
given for at least one species were removed. A total of 22,433,604 SNVs
remained for analysis. Model selection using the Bayesian information
criterion in IQ-TREE 1.3.13 (49) revealed the TVM+ASC+Gmodel as the
best-fit model for this dataset. Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed
with ML and Bayesian approaches using IQ-TREE and MrBayes 3.2.67 of 14
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 (50), respectively. IQ-TREE settings: TVM+ASC+Gmodel, 1000 ultra-
fast bootstraps; MrBayes settings: TVM+G, 100,000 generations and
10% burnin.
Polymorphism-aware phylogenetic model analysis
of whole-genome data
To estimate species-level phylogenywhile allowing for current and pos-
sible ancient polymorphism, we applied the PoMo model (23) imple-
mented in IQ-TREE (49) to the baboon diversity Panu_2.0 SNV data
together with fourfold degenerate sites of the orthologous gene set.
Briefly, the PoMo model represents the evolution of an individual nu-
cleotide site within a given fixed species-level phylogeny as a continuous
timeMarkov chain along that phylogeny. Rather than considering only
four states (four alternative nucleotides) for a given genomic position,
PoMo allows for polymorphism within species by expanding the state
space in the Markov chain to include heterozygous nucleotide compo-
sitions, assuming two nucleotides per site, in addition to the traditional
four nucleotide states.Mutation (e.g., using theHKYmodel) introduces
newnucleotides. TheMoranmodel was used to describe genetic drift or
changes in allele frequencies over time. PoMo generates a single species
tree, but does allow for ILS. Additional details are available in (23, 24).
Simulation study comparing methods
We analyzed the robustness of the PoMo results to admixture between
differentiating lineages using the baboon phylogeny as the assumed con-
text. We defined the input phylogeny as that obtained by modeling
potential admixture among the six baboon species through f-statistics
(see below). Total branch lengths for each lineagewere set as inferred from
baboondata, andWatterson’sqwithin specieswas set to0.0025.We tested
the ability of PoMo to accurately reconstruct the phylogeny for P. kindae
by varying the proportion of admixture into theP. kindae lineage froma
northern clade species from 0 (no admixture) to 80%. We simulated
1000 genes (1000 bp per gene) on five chromosomes and created
1000 gene trees using MSMS (51). We next concatenated the sequence
data for five chromosomes and all gene trees in each species. We then
used both PoMo and theHKYmodel to generate phylogenies and com-
pared their ability to reconstruct the correct species-level phylogeny.
Analyses of admixture through f-statistics
Admixture graphs (52) model the ancestry of a set of samples in the
form of a directed acyclic graph where edges capture drift along ances-
tral lineages, leaves represent the samples, and inner nodes represent
either most recent common ancestral populations or admixture events
where a new population is created as a mixture of two other popula-
tions. Hence, these graphs can capture more complex histories than
simple tree phylogenies, but only simple forms of gene flow. Admixture
graphsmodel all gene flow as admixture events and cannot easilymodel
periods of continuous gene flow. Admixture graphs are parameterized
by edge lengths (the amount of drift that occurred on a given ancestral
lineage) and admixture proportions (how much of an ancestral ad-
mixed population was derived from one donor population rather than
another). Properties of an admixture graph can be captured by so-called
f-statistics (52), and these can be estimated from genomic data. This
makes it possible to compare the statistics predicted by a graph, F, with
statistics estimated from data, f. Graph parameters are estimated by
minimizing the distance between F and f. We have implemented an
Rpackage (https://github.com/mailund/admixture_graph) for inferring
graphs and graph parameters from vectors of observed statistics and
applied this approach to the baboon data.
We used qpDstats from the ADMIXTOOLS package to compute
estimates of f with corresponding Z values for all quartets (W, X, Y,Rogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019Z), whereWwas rhesusmacaque andX, Y, andZwere all combinations
of baboon samples from three different species. The bulk of our
analyses of f-statistics used sequence diversity and SNV data based
on mapping reads to the Panu_2.0 genome assembly. Once the im-
proved Panu_3.0 assembly was complete, which closed thousands of
gaps in scaffolds but increased the total sequence length of the
assembly by only 0.37%, we retested the likelihoods of the inferred
phylogenetic relationships among lineages and the inferred history
of admixture using SNVs called based on Panu_3.0. All conclusions
regarding species phylogeny and admixture events that were based
on Panu_2.0 data were confirmed when tested using SNV and diver-
sity information based on read mapping against Panu_3.0. This is
likely because the upgrade from Panu_2.0 to Panu_3.0 added little
to the total sequence length.
Grouping of samples
When estimating f-statistics, we can either pool samples from the same
population together or compute at the level of individual samples. Pool-
ing samples would potentially give a better estimate of population allele
frequencies, but can mask within-population differences that might be
informative about recent gene flow. We therefore chose to estimate the
statistics at the individual sample level. For this analysis, we estimated
the f4-statistics for all triplets of baboon samples combined with rhesus
macaque. These were computed using the qpDstats tool from the
ADMIXTOOLS package (https://github.com/DReichLab/AdmixTools).
Inferring admixture graphs with each sample as a leaf is computationally
intractable. The number of possible graphs grows superexponentially
with the number of leaves, and our brute-force approach to exploring
the graph space only scales to a small number of leaves. We therefore
chose to keep the graphs at the species level. This way, samples from
the same species are expected to have the same relationship to all other
species. Parameters are estimated from the combined set of individual
samples within each species.
We inspected the estimated f-statistics to ensure that the species
grouping matched with similar vectors of statistics. In general, samples
from the same species had very similar f-statistics compared to all other
samples. The single exception was P. anubis sample 30877 from the
Aberdare region of Kenya that has a different profile from the other
olive baboons. This sample shows evidence of a recent admixture with
P. cynocephalus. To focus on the ancient admixture events only, we re-
moved this sample from the admixture graph analysis; thus, the species
“anubis” in the following refers only to the remainingP. anubis samples.
Fitting admixture graphs
A given graph topology specifies a polynomial of edge lengths and admix-
ture proportions as the expected value for each f-statistic. These poly-
nomials are linear with respect to the edge lengths only, and so we
stored them as rows in amatrix of polynomials of admixture proportions
only. To measure the fit between a graph and the observed statistics, we
defined a cost function: a weighted sum of squared errors between graph
predictions F and statistics f. The weights are reciprocals of the SDs of the
statistics f, given by ADMIXTOOLS (as the Z values divided by f ). We
fitted the parameters of the graph using a mix of analytic and numerical
optimization. After fixing the admixture proportions, the polynomial
equations of predictions F are linear and thus solvable analytically. To
optimize the admixture proportions, we used the Nelder-Mead package
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/neldermead/index.html).
Exploring the space of admixture graph topologies
We explored the space of graph topologies with a brute-force approach,
bounding the number of allowed admixture events. Because of the large
number of possible graphs, we could not exhaustively explore all the8 of 14
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 topologies including all the species (six baboon species and the rhesus
macaque outgroup). Instead, we used various heuristics.
We could explore all the trees with seven leaves. For admixture
graphs with a single admixture event, we could only explore all the
graphs with six leaves; hence, we built all the graphs with one baboon
species missing and then reinserted the missing species into the
graph (such that inserting it cannot add a second admixture event).
For additional admixture events, we took a greedy approach and ex-
plored all the graphs reachable by adding a new admixture event to
the best graphs with one less event (although we have no guarantee
that the optimal graph with n events is necessarily an extension in this
way of the optimal graph with n - 1 events).
Estimating graph parameters and testing models
We developed a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo) to sample the posterior of graph parameters given observed f-
statistics. By sampling the posterior of graph parameters, we obtained
estimates of admixture proportions and the uncertainty in these esti-
mates. In addition, we can use the posterior samples in an importance
sampler to obtain the likelihood of the observed statistics given a graph
topology by integrating over the parameters of the graph.
Sampling graph parameters
Let D denote the observed data (the estimated f-statistics), T a given
graph topology, and q the graph parameters of graph T (edge lengths
and admixture proportions). The purpose of the MCMC is to sample
over the posterior distribution of graph parameters given the observed
data and the graph topology, i.e., sample from p(q|D, T). Since we can
compute the likelihood of a parameter point, p(D|q,T), up to a normal-
ization factor, we can use theMetropolis-Hastings algorithm to construct
an MCMC that samples over the posterior distribution. We trans-
formed the parameter space tomake the proposal distribution symmet-
ric (thus, the acceptance probability for the Metropolis-Hastings step is
simply the posterior ratio) and to ensure that the parameters are all legal
for their interpretation in the graph framework. Edge lengths, which
must be positive, were log-transformed, and admixture proportions,
which must fall within the unit interval, were transformed with the
inverse normal cumulative distribution function. After transformation,
we used an adaptive algorithm to construct the proposal distribution
based on correlations in the previously sampled variables. For each
graph, we ran three independent chains with 10,000 steps and we
checked convergence by comparing the distributions from the inde-
pendent chains. Since edge lengths are measured in terms of drift, they
do not have a simple interpretation as time parameters. We therefore
considered them as nuisance parameters in the MCMC analysis. We
used them to test convergence of the Markov chains, but in the results
presented here, we focused on estimates of admixture proportions.
Calculating graph topology likelihoods
To compare two graph topologies, we can compute the topology like-
lihood p(D|T) for a given topology T. Using this likelihood estimate, we
can compare two topologies using the Bayes factor KT1;T2 ¼ pðDjT1ÞpðDjT2Þ,
which captures the relative support the data provides for one topology over
another: If, e.g., KT1;T2 ¼ 10, we would consider T1 the more likely
topology unless a priori topology T2 was at least 10 times more likely
than T1.
Given data D and topology T, the likelihood of T is computed by
integrating over all the graph parameters for the topology p(D|T) =
∫p(D, q|T) dq = ∫p(D|q,T) p(q|T) dq. This integral can be approximated
by sampling from the prior distribution of graph parameters and com-
puting the mean likelihood, ∫pðDjq;TÞpðqjTÞdq≈ 1N∑
i¼1
N
pðDjqi;TÞ,Rogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019where qi ~ p(q|T), but this estimator has a large variance since most
parameters drawn from the prior distribution have a very low likeli-
hood. Instead, we used the samples from the posterior distribution to
estimate the likelihood using an importance sampler.
Now, because ∫pðqjD;TÞpðDjq;TÞ dq= ∫
pðD;qjTÞ=pðDjTÞ
pðD;qjTÞ=pðqjTÞ dq= ∫
pðqjTÞ
pðDjTÞ dq ¼ 1pðDjTÞ
∫pðqjTÞdq= 1pðDjTÞ ; we can estimate ½pðDjTÞ1 = ∫ 1pðDjq;TÞ pðqjD;TÞ
dq≈ 1N∑
i¼1
N
½pðDjqi;TÞ1; where qi ~ p(q|D, T).
Identification of admixture through asymmetric
allele sharing
To further investigate possible admixture among baboon species, we
identified asymmetries in informative site patterns within the 15 ba-
boon diversity samples. This approach detects tracts of recent introgres-
sion between the different baboon lineages. Nucleotide sites where a
derived variant is shared by two species to the exclusion of another
are informative of the underlying gene tree. The two informative site
patterns, which group together species that are not the most closely re-
lated species, arise from either recurrent mutations or ILS. These pat-
terns are expected to show equal frequencies if the mutation rate is
constant across the tree and if there has been no asymmetric admixture
between a non-sister species and the two sister species tested. A strong
and consistent asymmetry in the frequency of the two site patterns
supporting alternative gene trees may thus result from asymmetric ad-
mixture. To identify tracts of recent admixture, we counted informative
site patterns in 1-Mb windows along the alignments of individual gen-
omes from all species trios of baboons. We computed the 0.99 quantile
of counts of the two alternative site patterns across 1-Mb windows (the
two site patterns that support gene trees with a topology different from
the species tree).We then call admixture tracts as consecutive 1-Mbbins
where the count of one alternative site pattern was above the 0.99 quan-
tile of the other alternative site pattern.
Polymorphic Alu detection and characterization
A computational analysis was performed to identify full-length lineage
specific AluY sequences in the olive baboon (Panu_3.0), rhesus ma-
caque (Mmul_8.0.1), African green monkey (chlSab2), orangutan
(P_pygmaeus 2.0.2), chimpanzee (Pan_tro3), and human (GRCH38/
hg38) reference genomes, as previously described by Steely et al. (53).
Initial screen for polymorphic Alu insertions
Two methods were used to identify 494 informative Alu insertions, a
subset of young elements currently polymorphic within the genus
Papio. The first method used BLAT to align AluY sequences obtained
from the P. anubis assembly (Panu_2.0) againstM.mulatta (RheMac2)
and H. sapiens (GRCh38/hg38). Insertions present in P. anubis yet ab-
sent from the other two assemblies were subjected to polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) analysis to determine whether they were polymorphic
across baboon species. A total of 187 loci were retained after this analysis.
Computational analysis of diversity samples
In our second method, whole-genome sequence data generated from
six of the diversity panel baboons (16098, 28547, 28755, 34472, 34474,
and 97124) were aligned to P. anubis genome (Panu_2.0), as previously
described by Jordan et al. (54).
Primer design
Oligonucleotide primers for locus-specific PCR were designed as re-
ported in (53).
Sanger sequencing
Following PCR analysis of candidate Alu insertion polymorphisms on
the DNA panel of baboons, a small number of loci required Sanger9 of 14
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 sequencing for clarification. The first category included eight loci
ascertained from either a yellow or kinda baboon genome, computa-
tionally absent from the reference genome Panu_2.0, but for which
PCR results indicated a filled site, or Alu present amplicon size, for re-
ference DNA sample 27861. These were classified as possible “false-
negative” events (supposed to be absent but were not), and PCR fragments
were sequenced from 27861 and the ascertained individual to confirm
the existence of a shared insertion event. The second category included
nine loci in which the Alu present PCR product was either larger or
smaller than the predicted filled size amplicon, or displayed both size
bands, in one ormorePapio species, but not all. All applicable PCR frag-
ments were sequenced to confirm that the ascertained Alu element of
interest was present and to determine what the extra sequence con-
tained. Four PCR fragments per locus were gel-purified using aWizard
SV gel purification kit (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA, cat-
alogA9282) according to themanufacturer’s instruction. Cycle sequenc-
ing was performed, and resulting products were cleaned by standard
ethanol precipitation. Capillary electrophoresis was performed on an
ABI 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City,
CA) and evaluated using ABI software Sequence Scanner v1.0. Sequence
alignment figureswere constructed inBioEdit, and a consensus sequence
for each locus was determined from the multiple forward and reverse
Sanger sequences obtained for each locus (53).
Phylogenetic analysis
A phylogenetic tree was created using the larger dataset of polymorphic
Alu elements as characters. If anAlu insertionwas fixed present (homo-
zygous) at a particular locus, it was coded as “1”. If the insertion was
fixed absent at a particular locus, it was coded as “0”. Insertions that
were found to be heterozygous in an individual were coded as “1,0”.
If a locus could not be resolved through PCR, then it was coded as a
“?”. Mesquite 3.04 (53, 54) was used to create a Dollo parsimonymatrix
with all characters set to the character type Dollo.up. A heuristic search
was completed using PAUP* 4.0a147 (54) with a total of 10,000 boot-
strap replicates. The majority-rule tree does not include bootstrap val-
ues below 50% for any branches, but does include values for consistency
index, retention index, and homoplasy index. A neighbor-joining phy-
logenetic tree was also created using the same dataset to illustrate the
overall topology. The trees were produced in PAUP* and visualized
using FigTree 1.4.2 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).
Reconstructing phylogeny and admixture from gene
tree analyses
Locus-specific phylogeny from loci not containing
protein-coding genes
To infer baboon phylogeny from a series of independent putatively
neutral loci (gene trees), we identified and excluded bases with any
of the following characteristics: genic regions, based on refGene anno-
tations accessed via the refGene table of UCSC’s Genome Browser;
bases with coverage <7× for any individual in the diversity panel; bases
with any missing genotype; bases with read depth above the 95th
percentile; CpG sites; bases within 3 bp of an indel; repetitive DNA
as designated by RepeatMasker (using the open-3-3-0 version of
RepeatMasker with sensitive setting RepBase library release 20110920)
and Tandem Repeats Finder (period of 12 or less); and bases within
100 bp of a phastCons element. For the bases that passed filtration, we
concatenated nearby loci separated by gaps of less than 1 kb using
BEDtools. We then retained only loci of size 1 to 100 kb for further
analyses to maximize information content while still reducing the
chance of unappreciated recombination.Rogers et al., Sci. Adv. 2019;5 : eaau6947 30 January 2019For each locus, we extracted the sequence for all baboon diversity
panel individuals, replacing heterozygous sites with their corresponding
IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) codes.
To get an outgroup sequence for each locus, we compared the baboon
reference genome (Panu_2.0) to the rhesus macaque reference genome
sequence (rheMac2) using megablast, retaining hits with e values less
than 1 × 10-100 and at least 95% identity. Only loci with a single rhesus
match were retained. All analyses used custom scripts and BEDtools,
SAMtools, and VCFtools. We aligned the sequences at each locus with
Muscle using default parameters.
We inferred a gene tree for each locus using MrBayes 3.2.1 (50),
setting the outgroup to the rhesus sequence. For each alignment, we
used a GTR+G model of molecular evolution, and we ran MrBayes
twice for 1,000,000 generations, sampling every 100. We assessed
convergence by checking statistics in MrBayeslog (LnL, PSRF, and
average SD of split frequencies <0.01) and by using Tracer v.1.5 to
estimate the effective sample size as >200 and to compare the
performance of the independent analyses. After checking for conver-
gence, we summarized the posterior distribution of trees after re-
moving the first 25% of generations.
Filtration for phylogenetic information content and BCA
We used the program mbsum from BUCKy v 1.4.2 to summarize the
posterior tree output from MrBayes for each locus (31, 55). As is
expected with a recent radiation, many loci had limited phylogenetic
information content, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio and increasing
concordance analysis runtime. To quickly remove loci with limited signal,
we filtered loci based on the frequency of the highest supported tree in the
MrBayes tally of tree topologies. A locus with no information is expected to
output a flatdistributionof randomtopologies, eachappearingonce. Incon-
trast, a locus with strong signal will have the same topology occur multiple
times. We removed loci if the most frequently supported topology
occurred in fewer than 10% of trials. We then ran the main BUCKy
program with default parameters to infer CF summary statistics that
describe the proportion of trees that contain a particular clade.
Genic tree analysis of sequences containing annotated
protein-coding genes
We also analyzed 3267 chromosomal segments that each contain one
annotated protein-coding gene. Segments were selected based on re-
fGene tables within the UCSC Genome Browser. The inference of local
tree topologies was performed as for the loci discussed above that do not
contain protein-coding genes. We began with 3267 genic segments, but
following filtering for phylogenetic signal, length, and other criteria, we
obtained final results for 2201. For each of these genic segments, we com-
puted pairwise Euclidean distances using the Kendall and Colijn metric
(56) and then performed PCA (Principal Component Analysis) on this
distance matrix to group trees into six clusters based on tree similarity.
We chose to further investigate the first three clusters. We performed a
GO overrepresentation test using as a reference list the genes for all trees
that survived filtering. Results of this forGObiological processes andmo-
lecular functions are reported in table S10.
CoalHMM trees
CoalHMMs (32, 33, 57) exploit the Markov approximation to the se-
quential coalescent process (58). These models can be constructed to
capture various demographic scenarios in the ancestry of a set of
sampled chromosomes. We have constructed a new model to infer
parameters relevant for chromosomes from an admixed population
and one or two populations related to the donor populations of the ad-
mixture event. Denote the populations in the model A, B, and C, where10 of 14
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 C is descended from the admixed population andA and B are related to
the two donor populations. Parameters of themodel include divergence
times between all pairs of populations and the admixture proportions
for the admixed population.
Kinda admixture
We first consider the most probable graph with a single admixture
event. As an example, we consider P. kindae as the admixed population,
C.We have two choices for populationA, P. cynocephalus and P. ursinus,
and two choices for population B, P. hamadryas and P. papio.With these
choices, since each of the populations considered for A and B has two
samples, we could choose independent chromosomes to compare for re-
plication of results. With these species, we can estimate the time param-
eters for specific evolutionary events: (i) the north-south clade split,
(ii) the split between hamadryas/papio and the species that hybridized
to become P. kindae, (iii) the cynocephalus/ursinus split, (iv) the split be-
tween ursinus and the other species that hybridized to become P. kindae,
and (v) the time of the admixture that formed P. kindae. Not all of these
time points can be estimated by all triplets of species, but all can be es-
timated from at least two sets of species triplets, giving us four
independent estimates.
Simulation test of goodness of fit and debiasing estimates
To examinewhich parameters are likely to be biased, and by howmuch,
we simulated data with parameters in a grid of time points around the
estimated points and estimated the parameters from these simulated
data. Figure S12 shows the results with the estimated time points and
the admixture proportions together with simulated data, where the sim-
ulated values are shown as black points and the corresponding esti-
mated parameters are shown as red error bars (these error bars are
wider since we used smaller datasets for the simulated data for compu-
tational reasons).
Dating divergence and admixture events within
the CoalHMM
The CoalHMM produces a phylogenetic tree with relative dates for
nodes within the tree scaled to nucleotide substitutions. We first as-
sumed that the initial divergence of northern and southern clades of
baboons occurred 2.0 Ma ago, as suggested by analyses of mtDNA di-
vergences (12). The ratios of inferred lineage-specific nucleotide substi-
tutions were then used to calculate absolute dates for nodes in the
CoalHMM tree. As an alternative approach to dating, we used the es-
timated baboonmutation rate of 0.9 × 10-8 per base pair per generation
(see section S2).With a generation time of 11 years, the absolute date for
each node within the CoalHMM tree was calculated using the branch
lengths determined through coalescent modeling, assuming the indi-
cated mutation rate and generation time.SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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